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Hydraulic Clutch Pump Kits
instant mobile power

Do you need more power? Rely on DewEze to drive your work truck fleet. Originally
designed to power the agriculture industry nearly 50 years ago, DewEze Hydraulic
systems are equipped to meet the needs of today’s work truck industry across the
globe. Ranging from 5 to 17 GPM, our Clutch Pump Kits deliver the flow, pressure
and power to take on any job. Machine cast for precision, each kit is mounted to the
engine offering live hydraulics while in motion.

Quick installation

Engineered to save space and time, DewEze’ slick bracketry system
minimizes installation labor. No more working to make the part fit or
fiddling with belt alignment.

Serviceable

Each DewEze CPK is backed by decades of durability, but should
something go wrong, rest easy knowing parts are available through
a nationwide network of dealers. Our minimal kit components keep
replacement costs low.

Long lasting

DewEze is known for bringing new innovations to the hydraulics
market, from a 1973 Chevy to a 2017 Ford.

DewEze kits are engineered to fit three-quarter, one ton, super duty and an increasing number of
medium and heavy duty trucks, regardless of air conditioning and pollution control devices.

Central Hydraulic System
plug and plow

A complete Central Hydraulic System by DewEze provides a comprehensive solution
for all your OEM needs. The DewEze VT Series is a self-contained unit, configured
to include both the valve and reservoir in one compartment. The systems’ quick and
consistent pre-plumbed design cuts down on installation time and reduces costs.
Pair a DewEze Clutch Pump Kit with a VT to deliver true “live hydraulics,” and plow
more efficiently. This central hydraulic system provides a multifunctional power
source designed for (electric or manual) plow/hoist/spreader combinations, as well
as custom packages.

Painted VT
Poly-U VT
Stainless Steel VT

Standard painted steel model
Cost effective steel model with poly-u coating;
high corrosion and wear resistant
Premium stainless steel model;
weather resistant compartment that prevents chemical corrosion

Customize your controls with intuitive switch arrangements by DewEze. Choose from
manual cables, electrical switch panel, electrical joystick and wireless controls to
meet your application needs.

For additional information or to locate your nearest DewEze Dealer,
visit deweze.com/find-a-dealer today.
sales@deweze.com - (800) 835-1042 - www.deweze.com
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